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A new method of constructing connected countable Hausdorff spaces is described 
us to carry out many previously difficult constructions with a minimum of effort. 
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connected Urysohn homogeneity 
which enables 
In 1924, Urysohn [7] constructed a countable connected Hausdoti space. This 
brilliant construction contained the essential ideas in the 1928 construction of the 
Tychonoff corkscrew [6] and Hewitt’s 1946 regular space [2] in which continuous 
real-valued functions are constant and so has led to dozens of articles in the past 
sixty-five years. The simplest example of a countable connected Hausdoti space 
was given by an elegant geometric 1952 description of Bing [ 11. It is fair to say that 
every example of a countable connected HausdorfI space is directly descended from 
either Urysohn or Bing. 
Of course, countable connected regular spaces do not exist but Urysohn )?ad 
asked whether countable connected Urysohn spaces exist and in 1946 Hewitt gave 
such an example. In the tradition of Bing, Roy [S] described in 1966 a “geometric” 
countable connected Urysohn space. 
In 1961 Martin [4] defined a countable connected space X which is 
bihomogeneous, that is, for each x0 and x1 there is an autohomeomorphism f of X 
such that f(xo) =x1 and f(q) =x0. Martin’s construction is messy zven by the 
standards of 1989 and he mercifully refrained from asking about the existence of 
“n-homogeneous” countable connected Hausdorfl spaces. 
The purpose of this paper is to suggest a third approach to countable connected 
Hausdoti spaces. This approach depends upon a more restrictive definition of 
density in product spaces. 
7,): IY E K} be a family of nonempty topological spaces. Let 
X = fl{ (X_ 7,): a E K}. For each 1y E K, let cr, be the discrete topology on X,. We 
say that DC n{(Xu, 7,): cy E K} is Euclidean-dense if D is dense in n{(XU, v~): 
CYEK). 
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It follows from the definition that there are no proper Euclidean-dense subsets 
of a finite product. An equivalent definition is to say that a subset of a product is 
Euclidean-dense if its projection onto any finite subproduct is never proper. 
eorem 2. Any Euclidean-dense subset of a product of finite connected spaces is 
connected. Furthermore, any Euclidean-dense subset of a product of connected AT 
spaces (an AT space is one in which each point has a minimal neighborhood) is 
connected. 
roof. Suppose D is Euclidean-dense in n{Xa : a E K}. Suppose U is a nontrivial 
clopen subset of D and d E D n U. We shall say that V = n{ V, : a E K} is a minimal 
rectangle in U about d if dEDnVcU and F=(oEK: V,#X,) is finite and 
(Va E F) Va is maximal. 
Claim. Each V, is closed. Suppose not. Say p E F and V, is not closed. There must 
bedED-Usuchthatd(P)EK- V, and such that (Va, E F - (P})d(cu) E Vj. Since 
U is clopen, there is a basic open neighborhood W = l-j{ We : a E K) of d such that 
(WnD)nU=@.Since(Va!#fi)d(cu)EV,and WgnVgfO,wegetthat WnVis 
a nonempty open set when each Xa has the discrete topology. Thus D n W n V Z 0 
which is a contradiction so that the claim is proved. 
Claim. For all Q! E F, V, is clopen. Suppose not. Say p E F and V, is not open. Since 
X, is an AT space, there is d E D - U such that d(P) n VP # 0 and such that 
(Vu E F -{/3})d(& Va. Let V* be a minimal rectangle in D- U about d We have 
shown that each V$ is closed. Thus each V$ n V, # 0. Since V* n V is a nonempty 
open set when each X, has the discrete topology, we have V* n V n D # 0 which 
is a contradiction so that the claim is proved. We have shown that each Va is clopen 
and thus, since each Xe is connected, U n D = D which completes the proof. 0 
The reader might conjecture that Euclidean-dense subsets of powers of arbitrary 
connected spaces are cc:anected. This is not true: 
Example 3. The Hilbert cube [0, I]” has an Euclidean dense subset which is not 
connected. In fact , [0, I]” has two digjoint open sets U and V such that U u V is 
Euclidean-dense. 
roof. We carry out a definition of { Un : n E W} and ( Vn : n c w} by mathematical 
induction so that 
(Vn E o)U,t= Un+, , 
WJ (2 4G vn+*, 
(VnEo)U,nV,=O, 
(Vn E w)(Va~ [0,1]“)(3d E U,., u V,,): (Vi< n)d(i) = u(i). 
Let us suppose that U,, and Vn are defined. For each U’E [0, l]“, let us choosr an 
arbitrary x, E [0, 11” such that (Vi < n)xm( i) = a(i). There is a basic open set W, in 
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[0, 11” such that K intersects at most one of r and K and x, E W,. Let W$ be 
the projection of W, onto [0, 11”. Of course, {IV:: o E [0, 11") is an open cover of 
[O, 11”. Since [0, 11” is compact, we can find FE [[0, l]fl]Cm such that { WE: CT E F} 
covers [0, 11”. Find a family of basic open sets {Za: 0 E F} with disjoint closure in 
[0, l]” such that, for each u E F, Zf = W$ and 2, c Wa (just extend the basic open 
sets far enough). It follows that the z are disjoint and that each z intersects at 
most one of E and F. We partition F into two subsets Fv and FV so that 
(VIE F”)znK=fl and (Va~&)~n~=0. Let A=U,uU{Z,: a~ FU} and 
let B=V,ulJ{z: a E Fv}. Apply normality by separating A and B by open sets 
K+r and K+r with disjoint closure. This completes the demonstration that the 
induction can be carried out. Let V=u(U,: new} and let V=u{V”: new} and 
the proof is complete. Cl 
The reader may have noticed that any rp;l AT-space is discrete and so believe that 
this observation is of little importance in the category oi’ HausdorfI spaces. However 
HausdorfI spaces and even Urysohn spaces are precisely the categories in which 
these observations are most useful: 
Lemma 4. If X is a finite connected space in which there are two points (p, q} with 
disjoint open neighborhoods, then X” has a countable Euclidean-dense Hausdorfl 
subspace D which is therefore a countable connected Hausdor$space. Moreover, we 
can construct D so that for all E E [D]‘” and all bijections v : E + E there is a 
homeomorphism fT of D onto D which extends n= In particular, there is a countable 
connected Hausdorflspace which is “n-homogeneous” for all n E o. 
Proof. Let {a”: n E o} list the finite partial functions from w into X such that 
dom(a”) c n and let {(in, j,,): n E w} list [&J2 such that i, s n and j” G n. Define, by 
mathematical induction, functions fn : n x n + X such that f”+l 3 fn and fn+l( n, i) = 
u,(i) and fn+,(in, n) =p and f”+*(j”, n) =q. To get D={fn: new} to be “n- 
homogeneous” observe that we can indeed define D so that for each 7r there is a 
bijection gqr of w such that (Vd E D)fT(d)(n) = d(g,(n)). Cl 
The prool” of “n-homogeneity” is due to Juris Steprains. These results on 
homogeneity will be published in full elsewhere. Of course, this lemma can be 
adapted to show that there is a countable connected Urysohn space (with the 
homogeneity property): instead of using the topology on (0, 1,2} whose minimal 
open sets are (01, (0, 1,2) and (21, use the topology on (0, 1,2,3,4} whose minimal 
open sets are (01, (0, 1,2), (2}, {2,3,4} and (4). 
mma 5 (Larmore [3])* There is a countable first countable connected Hausdorfl 
spttce Y which contains a ccp_v of each countable first countable Hausdor$ space 2. 
roof. Let 9’ be the Sierpiiiski space (the unique connected T&space of cardinality 
two). It is a standard exercise to show that 2 can be embedded in 9’“. Assume that 
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the underlying set of 2 is relabeled so that the embedding is “definable”. What 
“definable” means does not matter so long as there are only countably many definable 
embeddings. Multiply Sp” by X” where X is a finite connected space in which there 
are two points (p, q} with disjoint open neighborhoods. Take an Euclidean-dense 
yet Hausdoti subset of this product whose projection onto the first coordinate 
consists of all definable points. Cl 
Of course, this lemma can be adapted to show that there is a countable first 
countable connected Urysohn space Y which contains a copy of each countable 
first countable Urysohn space 2. 
This paper was inspired by Larmore’s paper [3] of 1972. Alan Dow discussed the 
papers with the author and raised the question which led to Lemma 4. Juris Steprans 
discovered the proof of “homogeneity” in Lemma 4 at the Winter School in Srni, 
Czechoslovakia. The author thanks both of them for their help. 
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